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ABSTRACT: The impact of Arctic sea ice decline on the weather and climate in midlatitudes is still much debated,

with observations suggesting a strong link and models a much weaker link. In this study, we use the atmospheric

model OpenIFS in a set of model experiments following the protocol outlined in the Polar Amplification Model

Intercomparison Project (PAMIP) to investigate whether the simulated atmospheric response to future changes in

Arctic sea ice fundamentally depends on model resolution. More specifically, we increase the horizontal resolution

of the model from 125 to 39 km with 91 vertical levels; in a second step, resolution is further increased to 16 km with

137 levels in the vertical. The model does produce a response to sea ice decline with a weaker midlatitude Atlantic jet

and increased blocking in the high-latitude Atlantic, but no sensitivity to resolution can be detected with 100

members. Furthermore, we find that the ensemble convergence toward the mean is not impacted by the model

resolutions considered here.
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1. Introduction

Extreme events such as cold-air outbreaks, long-lasting

atmospheric winter blocking, and heavy snow conditions

have often been connected with the strongly declining Arctic

sea ice in recent decades (Vihma 2014; Overland et al. 2011;

Cohen et al. 2018b), not only in the scientific literature but

also in the media. The idea of this linkage is that a reduced

meridional temperature gradient between the Arctic and

northern midlatitudes decelerates the mean westerly flow

through the thermal wind relationship and therefore mod-

ifies the characteristics of midlatitude winter climate and

weather (Holton 2004). This has been investigated both from

observation or reanalysis data and from numerical model

simulations.

On the observational side, most studies find correlations

between Arctic amplification (AA) and shifting midlati-

tude temperature, precipitation, and wind speed extremes.

However, their driving mechanisms have not been fully

quantified (Cohen et al. 2014, 2019). The major limitation

of observational studies is that of the relatively short ob-

servational period, compounded by the large Arctic inter-

nal variability (AIV) and intermittency of the teleconnections

(Overland et al. 2016). Another complication is the fact that

the AA-induced changes on the midlatitude weather pat-

terns have been described as being in a tug of war with those

from the tropical high troposphere, another region where

accelerated changes due to global warming occur (Shaw

et al. 2016), thus impeding causal research.

Because of these difficulties, numerous modeling efforts

to dissect the AA into its various components have been

made. In particular, one major branch is seeking to solve the

question of whether and how the reduction of the sea ice

cover impacts the midlatitudes. Even though this branch

eliminates interference from many other aspects of AA, the

results have nevertheless been contradictory, with many

groups finding teleconnections (Chen et al. 2016a; Mori

et al. 2019; Nakamura et al. 2016; Luo et al. 2016; Kug et al.

2015; Screen et al. 2015), while others conclude that no

statistically significant effect exists in their models (Sun

et al. 2016; Meleshko et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2016b). The

causality of the observational co-occurrence of low sea ice

concentration (SIC) leading to colder Eurasian winters was

questioned by Blackport et al. (2019), who, through physical

considerations and lead–lag analysis, identify the atmo-

spheric anomalies outside of AA as the driver of colder

Eurasian winters.

A major issue in the modeling studies has been many

different model experiment designs. This issue has com-

promised the comparability between the previous studies,

which may have been part of the reason for the contradicting

results. Therefore, a coordinated suite of experiments, the

Polar Amplification Model Intercomparison Project (PAMIP)

within the framework of CMIP6, has been designed to eliminate

the interference of different forcing and experiment designs. The

simulations presented herein follow the specifications outlined in
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the PAMIP model experiment description (Smith et al. 2019)

and are specified further in section 2b. The results of our

study can thus be compared with results from other climate

models. The uncertainty of the results is reduced to the model

formulation and not anymore dependent on different ex-

periment design.

However, due to the inherent strong natural variability in

the mid- and high-latitude atmosphere and due to interaction

of the midlatitudes with subtropical and tropical regions the

signal-to-noise ratio is very low. Model results have been

contradictory, especially with respect to extreme events. The

nature of the causal pathway, and in the case of some studies

even the existence of the links, has been questioned fre-

quently, leading to a polarized discussion in the scientific

community (Cohen et al. 2019; Blackport and Screen 2020b).

In the wider atmospheric modeling community there is a

continuous trend toward higher horizontal resolutions, which

has led to improvements in the simulation of orographic drag

(Pithan et al. 2016), atmospheric blocking (Schiemann et al.

2017; Davini et al. 2017), storm tracks (Willison et al. 2015),

precipitation (van Haren et al. 2015), and mean surface level

pressure (Hertwig et al. 2015). Specifically, as recently shown

by Baker et al. (2019), an atmospheric general circulation

model (AGCM) at high resolution of 25 km can potentially

react to global warming with stronger shifts of the jet stream

and storm track activity than it can at a lower resolution of

135 km. We also know that modest gains in the seasonal

forecast skill for sea level pressure, tropical velocity potential

anomalies, and representation of blocking events were

made by increasing the horizontal resolution of the IFS at-

mospheric climate model (Jung et al. 2012; Davini and

D’Andrea 2016). An improved blocking climatology, espe-

cially over the North Atlantic, may be obtained due to a

better representation of the eddy–mean flow interaction

(Scaife et al. 2019). A high horizontal resolution helps to

represent small-scale atmospheric eddies. Additionally, a

better representation of topography and large-scale circu-

lation is beneficial to the representation of wind and pre-

cipitation extremes (Iles et al. 2019). In the following we

explore if a very high horizontal resolution can provide a

different answer to the question how Arctic sea ice decline

may influence the winter climate of the northern midlati-

tudes. We will make use of the exceptional computational

efficiency of the employed AGCM, OpenIFS (Stevens et al.

2019). Our low-resolution setup will be comparable to re-

cent works in the field at 1.1258, with higher-resolution runs

at 0.3528 and 0.14068, equivalent to about 125, 39, and 16 km

respectively. All setups feature a high ceiling top at 0.01 hPa

and ensemble sizes that follow the PAMIP experiment

protocol. We will investigate how a marked resolution in-

crease can influence the atmospheric response to Arctic sea

ice decline.

2. Setup

a. The OpenIFS atmospheric model

Experiments within this study were conducted with cycle

40r1 (cy40r1) of the OpenIFS model developed at the

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF). OpenIFS contains the numerical core and pa-

rameterization package of the Integrated Forecast System

(IFS), and it is capable of forward model runs only, because

the 4D-var data assimilation component of the IFS has been

removed from OpenIFS (ECMWF 2014a,b,c). Additionally

included components are the land surface model HTESSEL

FIG. 1. The 500-hPa geopotential height bias (in m) PD vs ERA5 for PAMIP experiments at three different

resolutions: (a) TL159, (b) TL511, and (c) TL1279.
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and the wave model WAM, both of which are integrated as

modules within OpenIFS. The OpenIFS was developed to

give the weather prediction and climate modeling commu-

nities easier access to one of the world-leading atmospheric

models. OpenIFS makes use of a semi-Lagrangian advec-

tion scheme (Staniforth and Cȏté 1990; Ritchie et al. 1995),

determining the origin point of each flow parcel at every

time step. The model can thereby skirt the Courant–Friedrichs–

Lewy convergence condition and integrate fewer, longer time

steps than models of the same resolution with Eulerian advec-

tion, allowing us to efficiently run large ensemble experiments at

high resolutions.

To gauge the impact of themodel resolution on the influence

of Arctic sea ice decline, we ran ensemble simulations with

three different setups: a low-resolution (TL159 with 91 hori-

zontal layers), a medium-resolution (TL511 with 91 horizontal

layers), and a high-resolution (TL1279 with 137 horizontal

layers) version. These spherical harmonic truncation numbers

are equivalent to 1.1258 3 1.1258, 0.3528 3 0.3528, and
0.14068 3 0.14068, which amounts to about 125, 39 and 16 km

horizontal resolution respectively. The model grids are all of

the reduced Gaussian type and, as indicated by the letters

TL, use a linear truncation, meaning the shortest spherical

harmonic wavelength is represented by two points in grid

point space. The TL1279 runs are set up with a higher ver-

tical resolution as this reflects a well-tuned setup, which

was used for the operational ECMWF IFS global weather

forecasts from November 2013 until May 2015 Bauer and

Richardson; Haiden et al. 2015.

b. Experimental setup

Out of the 24 different experiments in PAMIP only twowere

chosen for the purpose of this study, one employing present-

day SST and SIC data (1.1 pdSST-pdSIC) and one using

FIG. 2. Sea ice concentration (in %) for December: (a) present-day (PD) and (b) future forcing (FU). (c) Sea ice

extent reduction (in 106 km2) from forcing and local response of the net surface heat flux (inWm22) under a mask

of mean March sea ice extent from HadISST 1990–2010. (d) As in (c), but with the 2-m air temperature response

(in K).

TABLE 1. Ensemble sizes of equal predictive power in the midlat-

itudes (308–708N) with regard to four key parameters.

nTL1279 nTL511 nTL159

T2M 100 107 134

MSLP 100 96 110

z500 100 72 82

u500 100 80 95
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present-day SST and future SIC (1.6 pdSST-futArcSIC).

In the following, these experiments will be referred to as

PD (present-day experiment) and FU (future experiment).

According to the PAMIP protocol, both experiments are

tier 1 atmospheric time slices, and they differ only in the

prescribed sea ice concentration. PD is forced by climato-

logical monthly mean SST and SIC for the present day, while

FU is forced with identical monthly mean SST but with fu-

ture SIC estimated from model projections. The sea ice

temperature is not part of the forcing fields and is instead

calculated by the land surface model integrated into the

atmospheric GCM, while the sea ice thickness is perma-

nently set to 1.5 m. The boundary conditions for PD were

generated as monthly means from the 1979–2008 HadISST

dataset. The projections for future SIC are based on a time

and ensemble mean that takes into account the first 30 years

with 2.08C average global warming from CMIP5 RCP8.5

model runs performed with 31 different models. The process

of obtaining the forcing files is described in detail in the

appendix of Smith et al. (2019), and forcing fields were

collected from the input4MIPs data server (https://esgf-

node.llnl.gov/search/input4mips/, last access: 6 November

2019). (Figure 2 shows the spatial sea ice distribution as well

as the monthly evolution of the sea ice extent.) Both time-

slice experiments consist of at least 100 individual ensemble

members for each of the three employed resolutions and

were started from perturbed initial conditions on 1 April

2000. The experiments were run for 14 months, of which

only the last 12 are subject to analysis, with the first two

months being excluded to allow for model spinup. Following

McKenna et al. (2018) we enlarged the ensembles of the

TL159 experiments with an additional 200 members to test

for the robustness of the results obtained by using the en-

semble size recommended by PAMIP (i.e., 100 members).

Using larger ensembles for T511 and T1279, while in prin-

ciple desirable, is prohibitively costly, as the required core

hours per simulation year increase with the resolutions from

105 to 15 000 to 120 000.

3. Results

In presenting our model results, we will first follow

the proposed causal linkage chains from local to remote

changes based on the differential forcing and determine how

resolution impacts the outcomes. To quantify the statistical

significance of the simulated anomalies we use the boot-

strap method by Efron and Tibshirani (1986). In particular,

we calculate the point-wise equal-tail bootstrap P value

to reject the equality of means with 95% significance, as

detailed in MacKinnon (2009). In section 4 we identify the

characteristic signal-to-noise ratio of key variables for local

and remote effects and determine how rapidly the ensem-

bles at different resolutions converge toward the ensem-

ble mean.

FIG. 3. Difference in DJFM zonally averaged mean air temperature (in K) between PAMIP ensembles forced with present-day and

future Arctic sea ice concentrations: (a) TL159, (b) TL511, and (c) TL1279. (d)–(f) The TL159 ensemble is split into three equal sized

sections. Temperatures for the ensemble with future forcing are indicated as contour lines (in 8C). Dots indicate the 95% bootstrapping

confidence interval. Ensemble size is 300 for (a) and 100 for (b)–(f) as described in section 3.
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a. Model evaluation

To put the responses to sea ice decline into perspective,

we succinctly show the 500-hPa geopotential height bias of

OpenIFS with present-day forcing compared to ERA5 re-

analysis data. We selected the mean of the period from 1990 to

2010 from the reanalysis data, since our simulations were made

according to the PAMIP protocol with year 2000 greenhouse

gas forcing.

In Fig. 1 we depict the bias of the 500-hPa geopotential

height with regard to ERA5. The general pattern of over-

estimation of the geopotential height over the midlatitude

Pacific, Greenland, and the Urals as well as the underesti-

mation in western Europe and eastern North America

is common to all three ensembles. Differences exist in

strength of for example the Europe–Ural dipole and the

strength and positioning of bias maxima in North America

and over the Pacific. The 2-m air temperature bias over land

(not shown) resembles that shown in Roberts et al. (2018)

for IFS 43r1, a close successor of the model used here.

Overall our model is slightly colder, likely due to applying

the fixes to the supercooled cloud liquid water parameter-

ization developed by (Forbes et al. 2016). This reduced

positive radiation bias at high latitudes, leading to an overall

colder climate. Over the oceans the near-surface temperature

follows closely the differences between the applied HadISST

forcing and ERA5.

b. Near-surface response to sea ice forcing

The forcing response chain starts with a local increase of the

sensible, longwave, and latent heat fluxes, due to the reduced

extent of the insulating sea ice cover during the cold season

(Fig. 2c). This heat flux then affects a local increase in the

near-surface air temperature (Fig. 2d). From September

until March the delayed and reduced freezing of the Arctic

Ocean results in increased upward longwave and turbulent

sensible heat fluxes throughout the basin. Net surface heat

flux response and the resulting 2-m air temperature changes

are shown as monthly means in Fig. 2. The sea ice forcing

field provided by PAMIP has a resolution of 18, independent
of our model resolution. Thus the two higher-resolution

simulations are forced with a sea ice field smoother than

possible at native model resolution. This experiment design

limitation could lead to alterations of the local ocean to air

heat fluxes that cannot be checked within the PAMIP ex-

periment design. We show that with undersampling of the

18 forcing field at low resolution and oversampling at high

resolution, the local near-surface temperature response differs by

less than 0.2 K between experiments. The wintertime inte-

grated local temperature and heat flux response are only

marginally weaker at the lowest resolution, and we would

expect this difference to propagate forward through the

response chains.

4. Signal-to-noise ratio

Before we disseminate the midlatitude response of the

model to the applied forcing we will undertake a short excur-

sion on the signal-to-noise ration of the modeled response and

quantify potential sampling errors made in this study. To this

end we calculate specific root-mean-square errors (RMSE) for

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for zonally averaged mean zonal wind (inm s21).
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four key variables, the 2-m air temperature (T2M), mean

surface level pressure (MSLP), 500-hPa geopotential

height (z500), and 500-hPa zonal wind velocity (u500) in

the midlatitudes (308–708N). 1) For each resolution and

variable we calculate the mean over 100 ensemble members

of the forcing-induced differences. 2) Next, we apply boot-

strapping to draw random ensembles of increasing size,

starting from size 1 up to 100. 3) We then calculate the

RMSE between the means of the real and the resampled

ensembles. 4) Finally we normalize the results by dividing

the RMSE by the field mean of the absolute of the real en-

semble mean. Steps 2 through 4 are repeated B5 1000 times

to even out random behavior of the bootstrapped ensem-

bles, especially at low sizes. The resultant specific RMSE

delineates the power of an ensemble with a given size to

predict the ensemble mean for the chosen variable and

resolution. Note that predicting the ensemble mean of a

model with said model is not equal to prediction of obser-

vations, and we expect the RMSE to decrease according to

1/
ffiffiffi
n

p
due to the suppression of random noise (Scaife and

Smith 2018). Using the high-resolution TL1279 as our base

we can calculate the decrease or increase of predictive

power for a given ensemble size. Table 1 shows that the

number of ensemble members needed to reach the same

signal-to-noise ratio as

n
TL159

5

 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n
TL1279

p
S
TL159

!2

, (1)

with n being the number of ensemble members, and S the

scaling factor for the given resolution and variable. Since

ensembles of roughly equal predictive power happen to be

of similar size, we argue that themidlatitude response variability

observed between the three subsets of the TL159 ensemble

is a good indicator for the response variability to be expected

from 300 ensemble member TL511 or TL1279 simulations. And

while the convergence to the ensemble mean does happen

faster at TL511 than at TL159, we argue that this does not

constitute an interpretable result, since the highest-resolution

ensemble also converges slower than TL511 for all the 2-m air

temperature.

a. Beyond the local model response

The zonal average temperature plots in Figs. 3a–c illus-

trate how the polar surface forcing leads to a strong re-

sponse in the Arctic lower troposphere in all resolutions.

With increasing height and distance from the sea ice forcing,

the temperature response weakens. This response makes the

temperature stratification less stable in the lower tropo-

sphere. Furthermore, the meridional temperature gradient is

FIG. 5. (top) Difference in mean 500-hPa geopotential height (in m) between PAMIP ensembles forced with present day and future

Arctic sea ice concentrations for the extended Northern Hemisphere winter season (DJFM) and three different resolutions: (a) TL159,

(b) TL511, and (c) TL1279. Ensembles had 300, 100, and 100 members, respectively, as described in section 3. (bottom) The 300-member

TL159 ensemble is displayed for different 100-member chunks separately.
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weakened especially at the surface through the stronger

heating at high compared to low latitudes. Figures 3b and 3c

were obtained from 100-ensemble-member simulations while

the low-resolution Fig. 3a is based on 300 ensemble members.

The second row of plots (Figs. 3d–f) splits the dataset from

Fig. 3a into three ensembles of 100 members, allowing a fair

comparison with the higher-resolution simulations and, at the

same time, permitting us to understand the remaining AIV at

the given ensemble size, especially in the polar stratosphere.

The stratospheric response is inconsistent between the dif-

ferent ensembles, independent of the resolution. As shown

before, the convergence toward the ensemble mean is very

similar across resolutions.

The reduced meridional temperature gradient shown in

Fig. 3, through a reduced pressure gradient, results in a

weakened polar jet stream, as seen in Figs. 4a–c. For the TL159

and TL511 simulations a slight southward shift of the jet stream

can be seen. Once again splitting the 300-member ensemble

from Fig. 4a we observe that the internal variability in the

TL159 results is larger than the difference between resolutions.

We obtained Figs. 4d–f from the exact same model setup

simply by changing the initial conditions. This shows that even

using an ensemble with as many as 100 members can yield very

different but still seemingly statistically significant responses,

depending on which set of equally valid initial conditions one

happens to choose. This can explain contrasting results in

previous studies. Here we show that the differences in signal

are purely the result of AIV.

In summary, the zonal mean response of temperature and

zonal wind to sea ice decline is remarkably similar across a

wide range of horizontal resolutions and the differences be-

tween resolutions are smaller than those between subsamples

at constant resolution. As we will subsequently show, the same

is essentially true for spatially resolved patterns as well.

b. A spatial picture

The heating of the lower troposphere results in lifting of the

500-hPa geopotential height, centered on the forcing region for

all three resolutions, shown in Figs. 5a–c. While the spatial

pattern is broadly similar, regional differences exist, such as

over the Bering Strait and Chukchi Sea, where the TL511 en-

semble shows no response. Once again Figs. 5d–f show the low-

resolution simulations 300 ensemble members split into three

equally sized subsets. The differences between the subsets

caution us against interpreting the midlatitude response dif-

ferences in Figs. 5a–c. Evidently, a strong response over the

North Atlantic and Pacific can exist and seems to be even

significant in one subset, while another realization exhibits no

such response.

Analysis of the mean sea level pressure (MSLP) in Fig. 6

shows that off the Canadian coast the simple baroclinic lifting

response seen from negative sea level pressure anomalies

dominates. Meanwhile, in the central Arctic and along the

Siberian coasts, the model response is mostly insignificant at

the surface while there is a significant increase in all ensembles

at 500 hPa (Fig. 5). This can be interpreted as baroclinic lifting

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for sea level pressure (in Pa).
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superimposed by a barotropic component of sea level pressure

and 500-hPa geopotential increase. We do not see a strong

influence of resolution on the existence and strength of this

second-order effect. In the midlatitudes mean sea level pres-

sure responses are different from ensemble to ensemble. The

internal variability shown in Figs. 6d–f inhibits interpretation.

We consider it noteworthy that, had we only performed sim-

ulations at TL159 and TL511, we would have concluded that the

higher resolution is required to simulate a sea ice decline in-

duced strengthening of the Siberian high in OpenIFS. A fur-

ther resolution increase to TL1279 does however not replicate

this striking result.

The spatial extent of the DJFM near-surface temperature

response can be seen in Fig. 7. Areas directly affected by the

thermodynamic forcing experience up to a 7-K increase in 2-m

air temperature, the effects of which are advected both upward

in the atmospheric boundary layer and horizontally into

nearby regions. Despite the undersampling of the 18 forcing
field at low resolution and oversampling it at high resolutions,

the local near-surface temperature response does not differ

widely between different experiments. The impact at a dis-

tance from the forcing area is characterized by sizable tem-

perature increases of up to 3K south of the Arctic Ocean over

the northern continental areas, and no change or cooling of up

to 1K in selected Asian regions, which are different depending

on the ensemble. Over the oceans, the 2-m temperature closely

follows the prescribed SST and thus cannot react freely.

Southern Europe and the southern areas of North America

exhibit no significant T2M response to the sea ice forcing. The

differences between the resolutions in Figs. 7a–c are of a sim-

ilar order ofmagnitude as those between the TL159 subsamples

in Figs. 7d–f.

A frequently discussed potential link is that the weakened

polar jet stream may lose positional stability, resulting in a

wavier jet and subsequently more frequent blocking and ex-

treme weather events. We first employ the sinuosity metric

developed by Cattiaux et al. (2016), whereby the waviness of

midlatitude (308–708N) flow is computed by dividing the length

of the daily 500-hPa height isohypse by the length of 508N
parallel. Figure 8 shows that changes to the mean sinuosity are

small compared to the ensemble standard deviations, and not

uniform in direction. These results are independent of the

model resolution. Recent findings by Blackport and Screen

(2020a) also conclude that when including the most recent

years no trend toward a wavier jet stream can be seen in

observational data.

In light of the previous results, we would also expect the

midlatitude blocking frequency not to have changed substan-

tially. We employ the 2D blocking metric developed by Davini

et al. (2012) and depict our findings in Fig. 9. In the vicinity of

the forcing area over Iceland, the Denmark Strait, and parts

of southern Greenland and the Norwegian Sea the number of

blocking events increased at all resolutions. Only the third

subset of TL159 ensemble does not show a significant trend

here. Increased East Siberian blocking can also be observed.

However, the location of significant changes does not overlap

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5, but for mean air temperature at 2-m height (in K).
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as consistently as in the Atlantic. Depending on the selection

of the TL159 subset we could either interpret a resolution-

dependent trend of the response with subsets 2 and 3 or see no

trend with subset 1. Therefore AIV evidently inhibits the

analysis of the resolution dependence of the blocking response.

Away from the vicinity of the sea ice forcing midlatitude

blocking events do not seem to be affected in any major way at

any model resolution. Furthermore, we find no response of the

average duration of blocking events to the sea ice concentra-

tion forcing (results not shown).

Finally, we look at the concrete impact of the forcing on

extreme cold event frequency in four separate regions, the

Arctic (758–908N), Europe (308–608N, 08–658E), Asia (308–
608N, 658–1308E), and North America (308–608N, 608–1258W),

shown in Fig. 10. We adapt the method described in

Zschenderlein et al. (2019), whereby the number of events

for which at least 5 3 106 km2 of the given area have reached

the 5th percentile of low temperatures for at least three days

in a row is counted. The reference period for the percentile

is a615-day moving window in the PD ensemble around each

day of the extended winter season (DJFM). Not surprisingly,

the future Arctic, directly affected by the heat flux from the

ocean surface into the lower atmosphere and with tempera-

tures on average ;4K higher than present day, sees many

fewer events that are considered cold extremes by current

standards. At themidlatitudes North America sees the largest

reduction of extreme cold events in our simulations, contrary

to sometimes reported intensification of blizzards in the re-

gion (Cohen et al. 2018a). In Asia, the forcing has compara-

tively little effect, while the European sector response lies in

between the other two. Crucially, the model resolution does

not have a clear impact on the response of extreme cold

events to reduced sea ice concentration forcing.

c. Further metrics

A number of additional metrics were calculated and

exhibited either no significant response to the forcing or no

difference between the resolutions. These include the po-

lar cap height, the Eliassen–Palm flux, the synoptic eddy

vorticity forcing, and the North Atlantic Oscillation. For

brevity’s sake we omit showing figures of the results. A

toolbox to reproduce every metric and a DOI allowing for

the download of the underlying dataset are provided in the

appendix.

5. Conclusions

Our study sought to address the question of whether the

conflicting results of recent model-based studies of the

wintertime linkages from reduced Arctic SIC to the mid-

latitudes are partially caused by the comparatively low hori-

zontal resolutions that were employed. Following the PAMIP

FIG. 8. Percentage-wise differences of the sinuosity metric for future sea ice forcing vs present-day conditions

(solid lines), representing the length of the 500-hPa isohypse divided by the length of 508N parallel (Cattiaux et al.

2016). Sinuosity response for (a) the entire Northern Hemisphere, (b) Europe (08–658E), (c) Asia (658–1308E), and
(d) North America (608–1258W). The shaded areas denote the percentage-wise sum of the ensemble standard

deviations of the present-day and future forcing simulations.
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experimental design, we did not find any evidence that key

midlatitude responses to sea ice decline would be affected

by increasing the resolution from TL159 (125 km, 91 layers)

first to TL511 (39 km, 91 layers) and finally to TL1279 (16 km,

137 layers). On the one hand, we find that following the

minimum ensemble size requirement of 100 members set by

PAMIP can seemingly lead to nonrobust statistically sig-

nificant responses. On the other hand, assuming the model

response is realistic, the physical importance of a midlati-

tude response that is not even robust in a 100-yr sample is

limited. The PAMIP protocol nevertheless provides a good

basis for high-resolution atmosphere modeling experi-

ments, as individual years can be calculated with application-

level parallelization. We acknowledge the limitations of the

chosen PAMIP protocol experiments, wherein keeping the

SSTs at present-day values, and omitting longer-term ocean

dynamical changes, results in the absence of a summertime

response.

We conclude that atmospheric horizontal resolution has

negligible influence on the outcome of model-based investi-

gation of Arctic SIC decline to midlatitude linkages. Given the

inherent cost of high-resolution climate modeling we recom-

mend further research into these links to focus computational

expenditure on increased ensemble size or coupled models.
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APPENDIX

Toolbox and Dataset

To encourage reproduction of results and further use of the data

we share the toolbox used to generate the results shown, as well

underlying dataset. We provide access to the six datasets via the

World Data Centre for Climate (Streffing et al. (2021a,b,c,d,e,f).

Scripts to recreate the analysis and shown figures can be found

at https://github.com/JanStreffing/2019_PAMIP_JCLI_PAPER.

Furthermore, these scripts use the Mid-Latitude Evaluation

System available from https://github.com/oloapinivad/MiLES

(Davini et al. 2012).
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